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Thomas Nelson, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. General editor Lloyd J. Ogilvie brings together a team of skilled and exceptional
communicators to blend sound scholarship with life-related illustrations. The design for the
Preacher s Commentary gives the reader an overall outline of each book of the Bible. Following the
introduction, which reveals the author s approach and salient background on the book, each
chapter of the commentary provides the Scripture to be exposited. The New King James Bible has
been chosen for the Preacher s Commentary because it combines with integrity the beauty of
language, underlying Hebrew and Greek textual basis, and thought-flow of the 1611 King James
Version, while replacing obsolete verb forms and other archaisms with their everyday
contemporary counterparts for greater readability. Reverence for God is preserved in the
capitalization of all pronouns referring to the Father, Son, or Holy Spirit. Readers who are more
comfortable with another translation can readily find the parallel passage by means of the chapter
and verse reference at the end of each passage being exposited. The paragraphs of exposition
combine fresh insights to the Scripture, application, rich illustrative material, and innovative ways
of utilizing...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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